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escuela = school
para = alternative 
sitio = site



The Para-Site School infiltrates 
the university in a parasitical way 
and uses its resources, people and 
infrastructure to embrace & serve 
immigrants and artists-nomads 
excluded by official universities in 
the USA and Europe. This project 
explores education as artistic 
material and the university as a 
contested political arena. 

Until 2014 The Para-Site School 
operated almost in secrecy from 
different universities in the USA, in 
order to protect the identity of the 
students or prevent deportation.



A project by Felipe Castelblanco and collaborators. 2010 - 2015



2011:
Artist Felipe Castelblanco initiated an 
art course (in secrecy) at Carnegie 
Mellon University for a group of Latino 
youth. Several of these students have 
been living in the United States for 
most of their lives, but still remain 
undocumented and therefore can’t 
access funding -or even paperwork- to 
attend college. 
During this course, students learned 
video production skills and created a 
participatory documentary that takes 
the classes and their own legal situation 
as the subject of the work.  This 
participatory documentary has been 
shown in film festivals across the US. 





2012:
Nima Deghani is an artist and activist born in 
Iran. In 2012 he was awarded a scholarship 
to study at Carnegie Mellon University 
(U.S) but his student visa was delayed by a 
complicated bureaucratic process between 
the U.S. embassy in Dubai and the university. 
In the end, he wasn’t able to attend school 
for entire first year of his scholarship. In 
an effort to further develop the field of 
distance learning, The Para-Site School used 
performance and data streaming to extend—
virtually—Nima’s presence to the U.S while 
still being in Tehran. This resulted in a year-
long collaboration and an exhibition where 
Nima was able to interact and communicate 
directly with other students and audiences 
in the U.S through the body of Felipe C, who 
became a surrogate (or living avatar) for the 
artist.





2012:
‘We Paint Houses’ is a participatory art project 
that takes the form of a temporary business 
run by Latino artists/labourers living in the U.S. 
For an entire week, the group offered to paint 
people’s houses within the city of Portland, using 
local media and street advertisement. However, 
instead of painting the walls of the houses, artist 
and labourers created fine art paintings — on 
canvas — of the façades of the buildings, while 
engaging customers/audiences in a situation that 
stimulated public debate about immigrant labour, 
class and misrepresentation.
A temporary art studio (with easels, canvases 
and palettes) emerged on the streets as the 
group created the paintings. WPH employed 
undocumented Latino Labourers and provided 
faire wages in the form of artists’ stipends, using 
funds from academic research grants and artistic 
fellowships granted by U.S. universities.





2013:
Several microcontrollers, sensors, 
manuals, New Media Art literature and 
mini computers were smuggled into Cuba 
from the U.S. The funds to purchase these 
materials were donated by the Robotics 
Department at Carnegie Mellon University. 
Private investors and government, including 
the U.S military, support this division of the 
university. The ParaSite School used these 
materials to teach a series of workshops 
on interactivity and New Media art to 
local artists and engineers in Havana and 
Camagüey. Some of these tools where the 
first of their kind to arrive in Cuba due to 
the 52 year-old embargo enforced by the 
U.S over the island, which among other 
issues also affects research, artistic and 
technological development.





2015:
This is an attempt to demystify the isolating 
artist-in-residency model. To circulate 
a gift of time and space (as any “gifted” 
artist could). And bring other voices 
into the conversation taking place at the 
RA Schools. Current Starr Fellow Felipe 
Castelblanco invited three international 
artists living in London to conduct a month-
long residency at the RA Schools through 
his ongoing project The ParaSite School. 
The programme became an extension 
of Castelblanco’s own artistic residency 
and fellowship at the Royal Academy. 
This iteration of the The ParaSite School 
is a direct response to the current UK 
government’s policies that prevent the RA 
Schools to enrol non-EU artists/citizens. 









Recent Fellows / Residents / Students:

Melanie Coles
b. in Canada, Lives in London. 



Serra Tansel
b. in Turkey, Lives in London.



Shepher Manyika 
b. in Malawi, Lives in London



Nima Dehghani
b. in Iran, Lives in Pittsburgh - USA
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Initiated by artist Felipe Castelblanco and Collaborators. 2011 - 2016


